
I'm not buying it. Jason

By LBenedict | 12/30/11 - 09:13 pm

I'm not buying it. Jason Hasty has had meet-and-greets scheduled because he decided to run
against Christine, and, Christine KNOWS IT. He does not want to run opposed because his
laundry will be aired, especially since he palled around with Scott Dean for years.

"Chief Magistrate said he won't run again" is the title. Again? He never ran the first time or any
time. He has always been appointed, probably in large part due to hefty campaign donations he
has made.

I Love These Comments

By Riverman1 | 12/30/11 - 10:24 pm

Internet comments have changed the face of journalism. It's a whole new game. The more friends
in government I hear about Scott Dean having the more I understand why no one went after him
for the affair with the married county employee.

Hasty to run against Christine?

By Austin Rhodes | 12/30/11 - 10:59 pm

He would have gotten his butt whupped. Nothing against Hasty, but no one of substance has any
real problem with Bobby Christine, and the man who would step forward to question his
character would deserve a smack in the mouth.



Hasty had been looking at a run against Carlisle Overstreet, but decided it was not in the best
interest of his family to leave the public payroll to run. He would have to leave his job in the
Public Defender office to be a part time magistrate...I don't buy this it.

...and RM...if you think "internet comments" have anything to do with this decision...you are
barking up the wrong tree. They haven't done anything to lay a glove on Ben Harbin, have they?

Well

By Riverman1 | 12/31/11 - 08:03 am

I'm not saying I necessarily buy Lee's comments of why Christine decided not to run, but I didn't
know of his relationship with Scott Dean which I find interesting. I'm sure others are surprised,
too.

From what I've heard about Christine, he does a good job. But most of us have to be concerned
about our finances, too. Going back on active duty for a year will probably mean he makes
Colonel, in addition it ups his retirement income as a retired reservist. Plus, all this about him
doing the right thing and stepping down will help him politically when he comes back.

None of this is detracting from his service to the country by going back. I stayed in the military
for reasons that were party personal, but, hopefully, I helped the country a little too.

About the Internet

By Riverman1 | 12/31/11 - 08:04 am

Austin, you are one of the main critics of those of us who comment on the internet. But you are
not the only one, print journalists negate us too. I believe I understand the effects of internet
comments and the psychology of it. It doesn't work immediately like an article criticizing a
particular politician, but it does work as the comments start to surface.

Interesting that you use Ben Harbin as an example of internet commenters' ineffectiveness.
You've been going after him lots longer and harder than we have. Many of us just came to this



party after learning of his support for Dean and the money Magnolia Trace developers gave him.
Don't worry, we'll now run with the ball. In our wisdom we'll even throw you an ego biscuit or
two and let you believe you did it. Your Costco size whatever needs that.

Sorry Austin, but me,

By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 09:36 am

Sorry Austin, but me, personally, I have major issues with Christine's "character". Why you ask?

He endorsed a candidate for office by making a speech on the candidate's behalf. He did more
than read a letter from another elected official. He flat-out endorsed a candidate, and if you want
to hear the tape, I will get one for you. The reason this is an issue is because judges are forbidden
via Georgia Code of Judicial Conduct from endorsing any candidate for public office. There ain't
but seven canons, and any judge or judicial candidate must be aware of them. But, Christine
stepped on out there and made a speech and endorsed a candidate.

Until recently, Christine and another judge served as campaign Chairperson and Treasurer for
Ben Harbin, which, is against judicial canon, but the judges thumbed their noses at the canons.
Now before anyone claims that they were on the committee long before being given the black
robes, know that Christine asked me if my candidacy against Harbin can change. After Church
one day, Bobby Christine asked me to reconsider running against Ben Harbin. Plus, the other
judge made a speech on Harbin's behalf at the Columbia County GOP breakfast just before the
election, and in fact, he and I sat at the same table. Ben could not attend because he was out of
state at an event with one of his children, which is fine and he should be with the kids, but, a
judge did speak on his behalf and encouraged those present to vote for Ben.

When Bobby Christine buys memberships to the Columbia County GOP, he is violating judicial
canon. When he pays for breakfasts and other meals at GOP gatherings, he is violating judicial
canon. Should a judge be permitted to attend political functions? Yes. But, when the functions
raise funds for a partisan political group ( GOP, Democrat, Libertarian...), judicial canon is
broken.

I will stop here with presenting my reasons, of which there are many, for having issues with
Christine's character. I DO NOT believe that he did not know he was violating canon. Radio
hosts, publishers, teachers, attorneys, doctors...know the rules of their profession, and to violate
them over and over and to do such out in the open is pure arrogance and a slap in the face to the
public.



Well, there You Go

By Riverman1 | 12/31/11 - 10:24 am

Interesting, Lee. Christine certainly appears to be heavily involved in politics and orchestrating
carefully. Looks like Austin is the one who got "smacked in the mouth."

How about proof

By macktaylor | 12/31/11 - 12:13 pm

Riverman before you subscribe to what Lee is saying require him to show some proof. As
already outlined anyone can get on here and say anything they want to say and sometimes
anonymously. Although we know who Mr. Benedict is, how about we require some proof and
show which of the canons Judge Christine has broken. Folks in the profession know that Bobby
is a man of high integrity who has not only served his community well as a judge and assistant
district attorney, but also his country. Not many people can hold that distinction. I always hate to
see people that engage in the court of public opinion without all of the facts then find them guilty
so as to air their personal vendettas so they may gain political standing.

Besides

By macktaylor | 12/31/11 - 12:21 pm

If Lee did have the evidence what is wrong with Lee for not reporting Judge Christine to the bar
for discipline. Obviously Lee has something personal against Bobby and is blowing a bunch of
hot air.



Mack, Lee was pretty clear

By Riverman1 | 12/31/11 - 12:33 pm

I'm not saying Christine is anything, but a pretty good magistrate. From what I heard, he cleaned
up a heavy backload on the docket.

But Lee was precise in what he said Christine did wrong. Did Christine do what Lee said or
didn't he? Austin turned the discussion into a childish thing with his usual sycophantic vacuum
so strong you can feel the whooshing air all over the county with his "smack in the mouth" talk.
Don't you develop the same traits.

Now I ask, did Christine stay involved in politics after becoming magistrate? I don't know, but
Lee said, "He flat-out endorsed a candidate." True or false?

Mack, About Lee's Vendetta

By Riverman1 | 12/31/11 - 12:50 pm

Again, Lee was pretty specific why he doesn't like Christine. Lee did run against Harbin and he
says Christine tried to get him to drop out of the race. That's a political difference and Lee
explained it well.

By the way, duh me, I supported Harbin the last time against Lee. What a mistake that was with
what's come out about Harbin and Magnolia Trace, plus his testifying FOR Scott Dean.

OK Mack, I thought that I



By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 01:36 pm

OK Mack, I thought that I gave a few specific examples and even offered to play the tape, but
here:
CANON 7
Judges Shall Refrain from Political Activity Inappropriate to Their Judicial Office.
A. Political Conduct in General.
(1) A judge or a candidate* for public election* to judicial office shall not:
(a) act or hold himself or herself out as a leader or hold any office in a political organization*;
(b) make speeches for a political organization or candidate or publicly endorse a candidate for
public office;

Look at Harbin's Campaign Contribution Disclosure Reports for 2008, 2009, 2010, and the first
one of 2011 (the ones that have not been altered). Tell me who his campaign committee
Chairperson is. It is Bobby Christine.
Bobby Christine made a formal endorsement of Ron Cross and talked of hearing "cannons
roaring" and being "faithful stewards" and "we have not lived above our means". He DID NOT
simply read a letter as someone contends. He went to the announcement ceremony and was
introduced by Ron Cross as "Chief Magistrate Judge".

(c) solicit funds for or pay an assessment or make a contribution to a political organization, or
purchase tickets for political party dinners, or other functions, except as authorized in subsection
A(2).

When Christine pays for a meal at gatherings of CCGOP and GCCRW, he violates this section.
When he paid to be a Courthouse Club Member of the CCGOP, he violates this section.
http://www.gabar.org/handbook/georgia_code_of_judicial_conduct/

With regard to asking me to not run, I have no video or audio of that, but we can each place our
hands upon the Bible and give our recollection of the exchange. He may not be afraid of God,
but I certainly am. Plus, I told enough about it and they will basically tell you what I told to
them.

As far as "proof", there are records showing who paid what and when, and, I heard the tape of his
endorsement of Cross and I have immediate access to the tape. And oh by the way, not too long
after the endorsement, the CC Commission gave $10,000 to the CC Chamber of Commerce for a
membership, and, Christine was on its Board of Directors (he is not for 2012, but when the check
was cut, he was). And oh by the way, I did file a formal complaint with the Judicial
Qualifications Commission and supplied it with ample evidence.



Mack, I just submitted ample

By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 01:47 pm

Mack, I just submitted ample proof for you, but, it is not appearing. Plus, I have information that
I am going public with that shows an alteration of official documents.

I doubt it

By billcass | 12/31/11 - 02:58 pm

I have known Bobby Christine for years, and he is possibly the most ethical man I know. As I
understand the law, he is required to run partisan. So in order to do so he is an active member of
a political party. Why is this a surprise? As for the other things Mr. Benedict mentions, I can
only repeat what I said. Bobby is one of, if not the, most ethical people I know. I have no idea if
he did the things you say, but if he did I am confident he did not knowingly violate the canons of
ethics. It is simply not in his character.

CANON 7 Judges Shall Refrain

By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 03:19 pm

CANON 7
Judges Shall Refrain from Political Activity Inappropriate to Their Judicial Office.

A. Political Conduct in General.

(1) A judge or a candidate* for public election* to judicial office shall not:

(a) act or hold himself or herself out as a leader or hold any office in a political organization*;

(b) make speeches for a political organization or candidate or publicly endorse a candidate for
public office;



Christine stood up in front of a crowd at Ron Cross' reelection announcement and spoke on
Cross' behalf. For years, Christine was Ben Harbin's campaign Chairperson. If Christine did not
know he was violating canon, then he is not fit to serve as judge, period.

(c) solicit funds for or pay an assessment or make a contribution to a political organization, or
purchase tickets for political party dinners, or other functions, except as authorized in subsection
A(2).

When Christine pays for meals at CCGOP and GCCRW meetings, he violates canon. When
Christine pays to be a Courthouse Club Member of the CCGOP, he violates canon. If he honestly
had no idea he was violating canon for years, then he is not competent to serve as judge. Seven
canons. He must have known about them.

And what was the outcome of those complaints?

By Barry Paschal | 12/31/11 - 03:28 pm

Lee, why didn't you tell the rest of the story? What was the outcome of your complaints? And
did you file those complaints on your own, or at the behest of, or on behalf of, someone else -
perhaps the potential candidate whose name you immediately mentioned? (By the way: The
commission has paid for chamber membership for years; there is no significance to its dues-
paying in the particular year cited. But then, you already know that.)

I submitted the complaint on

By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 03:55 pm

I submitted the complaint on my own and of my own volition. The JQC stated that it has
discussed campaign involvement with Christine. But, the facts remain that JUDGE Christine
formally endorsed Ron Cross and he was Ben Harbin's campaign committee Chairperson for
years. If anyone wants to refute such, I'll play the tape and show the disclosures. As far as buying
memberships to the CoC, if you say so I'll believe it and we can call it a coincidence that the
$10,000 taxpayer-backed check followed the endorsement, which, again, is against judicial
canon.



And I'm just asking here, did Judge Bobby Christine EVER, in public, explain why he was Ben
Harbin's Chairman and why he made a speech endorsing Ron Cross? We can sit here all day and
night and speculate, but, the facts are the facts: Bobby Christine formally endorsed Ron Cross.
Bobby Christine was Ben Harbin's Chairperson for years. I can prove it, and I believe that I have,
yet, the media seems to still be covering for him. If not "covering", then spinning the facts. Let
him do it.

Thanks for the answer

By Barry Paschal | 12/31/11 - 05:13 pm

So, Lee, just to clarify: "The JQC stated that it has discussed campaign involvement with
Christine." "Discussed"? That's it? From the way you have portrayed those "violations," surely
they would have issued at least a dainty wrist-slap, or maybe a stern finger-wagging. It's good
that you've now cleared that up.

Well gosh Barry, I can only

By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 05:34 pm

Well gosh Barry, I can only tell you what the JQC told me.

Did or did not Bobby Christine make an endorsement speech for Ron Cross? Yes. Your paper
covered the event (Donnie, I believe wrote the article about the announcement, but he did not
mention Christine) and I will with glee play the tape for anyone...shucks, I may post it to
Facebook. Now, if we establish that Christine made a speech "for a political organization or
candidate or publicly endorse a candidate for public office", something forbidden by the canons
of his position, it is clear that he violated Canon 7.

Are you telling us that Judge Bobby Christine DID NOT make a speech/publicly endorse a
candidate?



Are you telling us that Judge Bobby Christine DID NOT "solicit funds for or pay an assessment
or make a contribution to a political organization, or purchase tickets for political party dinners,
or other functions, except as authorized in subsection A(2)"?

Are you telling us that Judge Bobby Christine DID NOT serve as Ben Harbin's campaign
committee Chairperson for years which means that he did indeed "endorse a candidate for public
office"? Granted, someone is going through the archives and removing Christine's and Saunders'
names from the disclosure reports, but I have hard copies if you want them.

Please, if Judge Bobby Christine did not do these things of which I have ample proof, show
evidence to the contrary.

I really would like to know why the media is doing all it can to spin things for Christine. Either
he did the things I mentioned or he did not. I established that he did. Now if he has an
explanation, I would love to hear it FROM HIM, not his media mouthpieces. My guess is that he
will not because if he cared to explain, he would have long ago. Oh, the truth is coming out and
the establishment's waterboys can spin it all they want, but facts and common sense will trump
any spin.

Oops, sorry, my manners...Happy New Year and Go Dawgs!

NONE OF YOU ARE WORTH IT!

By bclicious | 12/31/11 - 05:51 pm

I don't think Bobby Christine should run for re-election. No, it's not because he would lose to a
better candidate; no, it's not because he was a friend to Scott Dean; no, it's not because of his
military obligations.

I don't think he should run because Bobby Christine is simply the best there is, and quite frankly
none of you deserve him. Quite frankly, I hope you get what you deserve; a judge who could
care less about morality. A judge who could really give a hoot about anything.

That's what you all deserve, and I hope that's what ya'll get!



Yes, the facts will win out

By Barry Paschal | 12/31/11 - 05:57 pm

Lee, you have attempted to portray those incidents as major ethical violations, when the agency
policing them found those "violations" to be, at worst, of minimal consequence. Rather than
accept that, you continue to treat the issue as if it deserves the death penalty - when, in fact, it
didn't even get a warning-ticket.

But we agree: Happy new year, and go Dawgs.

(Sadly, well-said, bclicious.)

Opinions vary. I have

By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 06:06 pm

Opinions vary.

I have explained and proven how he for years has done as he pleased. Hey, I am not liking one
bit the news/evidence surfacing about what Joe Paterno knew and what he did with what he
knew. But if it happened that way, it happened. You may not like the facts that the media has hid
for years, and I understand that. However, the truth is just that. That being said, there may be
some very good reasons for some things. If Christine has an explanation of why he formally
endorsed a candidate, let him give it. If Christine has a reason for being Ben Harbin's campaign
Chairperson, let him give it. If Christine has a reason for buying meals at political fundraisers
and a Courthouse Club membership, let him give it. If Christine has a reason for speaking with
me after Church one Sunday and asking me to not run against Ben Harbin, let him give it.

At the end of the day is this: it happened and he has not been man enough to step up and address
things. If he were a Democrat, would all of you be spinning reality for him? Let him prove his
alleged integrity and character and step up and address the issues that can be and have been
proven.



Is There Paperwork?

By Riverman1 | 12/31/11 - 06:12 pm

I'm curious if there is any paperwork linking Christine as Harbin's campaign Chairperson. That
should be fairly easy to prove one way or another. Unless Lee can produce something, there's not
much there.

Bclicious, if anyone should learn to be careful criticizing others who question public officials, it's
you, after your diatribes against those who went after Scott Dean.

You first

By Barry Paschal | 12/31/11 - 06:14 pm

Lee: Perhaps when you can show these issues rise to the level of importance of needing to be
addressed in the way you describe, they would be. Instead, maybe you should just admit that that
you're trying to make a mountain out of an ant-hill.

Lee Benedict

By VickFan | 12/31/11 - 07:36 pm

Lee Benedict seems to have the skinny on everyone in Columbia County. One thought Mr.
Benedict, "he who is without sin cast the first stone."

Very well VickFan hiding



By LBenedict | 12/31/11 - 08:59 pm

Very well VickFan hiding behind a pseudonym. So why have judges? If we apply your attempt
to sway attention away from the facts, then I would like to ask all of those who will appear
before Judge Christine to say to him, "he who is without sin cast the first stone". And no, I do not
have the skinny on everyone in Columbia County. I will say that I am astute enough to know that
when I see disclosure reports with two judges listed as the campaign committee Chairperson and
Treasurer, and, when I am told of a campaign announcement that has a judge endorse the
candidate, something is not right. Thus, I look at the Code of Judicial Conduct and read it. Now
if I know that Christine's actions are against canon, it stands to reason that Christine does too. In
fairness to Christine, since he is active in Republican politics and therefore involved in many
things in addition to his duties as a husband and father, it is possible that upon being appointed as
a judge in (I think) February 2009, he may have very well overlooked his role as Harbin's
Chairman. Got it. No problem. But making a speech on Ron Cross' behalf 8-9 months later?
Nope. He had ample time to read and understand seven canons.

RM, I do have dislosures, hard copies, indicating that Harbin's Chairman was Christine and
Treasurer was Saunders, to include one, two actually, submitted on the same day and time, but
with different committee members. Gee, how can that be?

VickFan, Spit it Out

By Riverman1 | 12/31/11 - 10:13 pm

What do you have to say about Lee Benedict? That's a pretty cheesy post unless you are going to
back it up. He's thrown out his reasons pretty well even if you don't agree with them.

Not a good judge

By corazon | 01/01/12 - 01:49 am

I am happy that you are not going to run, and like some people say that position was giving to
you i believed it.
You play with the law, if someone goes to you court and if that person is not white or doesn't



have any money they loose the case. You are not a good judge.. what goes around comes
around.... you day will come..

RIVERMAN1

By bclicious | 01/01/12 - 06:47 am

In reference to your comment, "Bclicious, if anyone should learn to be careful criticizing others
who question public officials, it's you, after your diatribes against those who went after Scott
Dean," I have the following to say.

Riverman, I hate it that it turned out that Scott Dean really did those terrible things. It really hurt
the community in more ways than we will ever know. With that, it really hit home for me, and
has turned me into a bitter man.

I personnally saw all the sacrifices that he and his family went through to try and make Harlem a
better place. Most people don't even try in life, and I am sad to say that I have truly joined those
in life who no longer care. Also, after seeing how many ungrateful people threw Scott Dean
underneath the bus again and again, it just shows that it pays to watch out for #1 in life.

I will spend the rest of my life being focused on ONLY 2 people (myself and my wife). I will
never volunteer to help anyone or anything.

The rest of society can fall apart for all I care.

Bclicious, A Powerful Post

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 09:33 am

Bclicious, something like that makes us all feel sick in many ways. Thank you for expressing
your sadness and anger that I'm sure many other of his former supporters feel. That post took lots
of courage. Please don't let it turn you into a negative person. Thanks again.

Summing This Issue Up



By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 09:45 am

Okay, I'm looking at what Lee has said and trying to keep it all in perspective at the same time.
Last night I was given a copy of the campaign form for Ben Harbin with Christine's name on it.
So Lee is absolutely right that rules were violated. If Lee brought that up to the press, it should
have been investigated by them and some type of story written, even if simply to explain and
negate the significance of the matter.

I learned with other politicians about campaign ethics rules violations not meaning too much. We
had Tim Shelnut telling the FBI he gave tens of thousands to local politicians and nothing was
ever done. Sheriff Strength did donate $10,000 to charity later after the administrative court
hearing to his credit.

But this is not about campaign ethics violations, it's a judicial matter with the rules of conduct for
those on the bench. Apparently, Christine was investigated and that ended the matter legally.

The problem I see is the media never commented because they didn't want to say anything
against the popular, and from all evidence, hard working and capable, Christine. From what I
was told he took over a court that had been left with a heavy backload requiring many long hours
to clear. Still, the media has to be absolutely neutral and report the facts no matter who is
involved.

Comments about Bobby

By concerned taxpayer | 01/01/12 - 09:47 am

While Mr. Benedict obviously has some personal issues with Mr. Christine, and is certainly
entitled to his opinion, I assure you it has nothing to do with Mr. Hasty or his campaign. Jason
wants to run a fair, honest, ethical and moral race and would not stoop to bashing or publicaly
humiliating anyone. That would be taking the low road and he's assured me that will not
happen. In fact, Jason only wishes the best for Bobby in his future endeavors.

True. I have had these



By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 10:20 am

True. I have had these opinions for some time now, and, I would still have them and post them
even if Christine were running unopposed or if I never ever never heard of Jason Hasty, who is a
good man and will run an honorable campaign.

Who Else Will Run?

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 10:39 am

I wonder who will run besides Hasty? Who does the legal establishment want?

Questions About Power of the Internet?

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 02:54 pm

If anyone had any doubts about the power of Internet comments, ask yourself if there will ever
again be a judge of any kind who plays politics in his supposedly, apolitical position, and
supports political candidates, his friends, in Columbia County? Heh. Think there's not power in
these comments from the public? Think again. Think the public won't note campaign
contributions to office holders who support the Magnolia Trace developers? Think
again...nonsense and all.

I have nothing on anyone.

By VickFan | 01/01/12 - 04:17 pm

So I have nothing on Mr. Benedict, or Mr. Christine, or anyone else. I do know that I have
enough in my on closet that I do not get into the he did/she did. I have learned that eventually,
what is done in the dark, will come to light. God is not mocked. My point was that I read a "letter
to the editor" from Mr. Benedict about the low income housing mess. Then I read his comments
about Mr. Christine. I think it is great that Mr. Benedict stays in the know what is going on in
politics. But in the end, if it brings out anything other than joy in your life, it is best to let it be



and let God handle it. Again, I have nothing on Mr. Benedict, and wouldn't worry about it if I
did. It is not place. I'm not hiding behind a pseudonym... just putting in comments like everyone
else.

Comment removed

By VickFan | 01/01/12 - 04:47 pm

So my comments were removed... but wanted to reiterate that I have nothing on Mr. Benedict or
anyone else. I am not trying to be petty or childish. I just think we should all pick our battles.. ..
fighting with the Good Ole Boy system is not worth it in politics or anywhere else for that
matter.

Judicial Qualifications Commission

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 07:20 pm

Today, I saw the reply from the Judicial Qualifications Commission to Lee Benedict. The letter
said they had told Christine what was proper and then quoted the canons stating a judge must be
impartial in politics and not even appear to be supporting a particular candidate. If this wasn't a
verbal reprimand to Christine, I don't know what is. They also thanked Lee Benedict for bringing
the matter to their attention.

This apparently wasn't a big enough deal for the JQC to remove Christine, but this is clearly
what Lee was saying happened. Those of you in your oily suck-up mode talking about smacking
anyone in the mouth who said anything about Christine owe Lee an apology. Christine was
wrong in this indident.



This is What's Wrong With Col. Cty.

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 07:37 pm

This whole matter shows me what’s wrong with Columbia County politics. We say we
encourage newcomers to run for office to help us get over the inside wheeling and dealing, yet
we attack anyone who tries. We all know Lee ran against Ben Harbin. ( I voted for Harbin.) I
don’t blame him one bit for going after others who improperly supported Harbin such as the two
judges. I would do the same thing. Wouldn’t you?

Harbin, with no sense of propriety, decency or discretion, has been shown to be one of the
biggest mistakes in Columbia County politics, yet Christine, a judge, supported him? Give me a
break when we want to criticize Lee for pointing this out. Since it has now surfaced, Christine
owes Lee and the public an apology. All of you attacking Lee do, too.

LBenedict

By Lakeside95 | 01/01/12 - 07:55 pm

Lee.
Do you really believe that the JQC would ignore blatant violations of their rules? Do you believe
that Paschal, Rowell and Fetter would give up a chance to bring down a sitting judge, state
representative or any other elected official? Do you believe that with all the ‘evidence’ you have
that Austin Rhodes or Scott Hudson would ignore the story? Do you believe that Debbie
Marshall would hide campaign finance irregularities for any candidate in Columbia County? You
must believe all these things- because in order for your conspiracy theories to become fact-these
very things would all need to happen.
I keep waiting for you to discover that spending time with your family is more important than
continuing the same unwarranted attacks on public officials as well as private citizens. I believe
that it is finally time for someone to call you out for what you really are….a paid attack dog.

Lakeside, The JQC Did Not Ignore the Violations

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 08:08 pm
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judges. I would do the same thing. Wouldn’t you?

Harbin, with no sense of propriety, decency or discretion, has been shown to be one of the
biggest mistakes in Columbia County politics, yet Christine, a judge, supported him? Give me a
break when we want to criticize Lee for pointing this out. Since it has now surfaced, Christine
owes Lee and the public an apology. All of you attacking Lee do, too.

LBenedict

By Lakeside95 | 01/01/12 - 07:55 pm

Lee.
Do you really believe that the JQC would ignore blatant violations of their rules? Do you believe
that Paschal, Rowell and Fetter would give up a chance to bring down a sitting judge, state
representative or any other elected official? Do you believe that with all the ‘evidence’ you have
that Austin Rhodes or Scott Hudson would ignore the story? Do you believe that Debbie
Marshall would hide campaign finance irregularities for any candidate in Columbia County? You
must believe all these things- because in order for your conspiracy theories to become fact-these
very things would all need to happen.
I keep waiting for you to discover that spending time with your family is more important than
continuing the same unwarranted attacks on public officials as well as private citizens. I believe
that it is finally time for someone to call you out for what you really are….a paid attack dog.

Lakeside, The JQC Did Not Ignore the Violations

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 08:08 pm



The JQC did counsel Christine what was proper conduct. They also quoted the canons that
clearly make what Christine did improper. They also thanked Benedict for the report. But here
we go with the "dog" talk and all. Disgusting.

Totally Amazed

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 08:16 pm

What is astounding is the lengths some will go to when supporting incumbent politicians,
especially those with any type of authority. I've seen it happen so many times and it's happening
again on this thread.

These people get this unctuous, obsequious itch to grovel before the person in power. There can
be some clear as day event, such as is the case here, and, yet, the creepy behavior will begin with
attacks on the messenger. It’s a dark comedy.

Yeah really. Sarah is just

By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 09:16 pm

Yeah really. Sarah is just upset about Dean's conviction. And, "paid attack dog"...gotta luv it. She
is the one who hops from campaign to campaign and spouts lies and organizes a ficticious 21-
member host committee fundraiser for Scott Dean. By the way, who pays me?

So, did Bobby Christine stand up there behind the podium and endorse Ron Cross or not? If you
say that JUDGE Bobby Christine did not, I will have my own personal copy of the tape in the
morning and I will play it and play it and play it from the mountaintop.

Was Bobby Christine, a JUDGE, Ben Harbin's campaign committee Chairperson or not? If you
say not, I have numerous hard copies of Harbin's CCDRs.

Facts, Sarah. I have them...you, do not, so the establishment folks are sending you out to muddy
the water. Hmmn, from Scott Dean to Herman Cain...pattern developing?



"Do you believe that Debbie

By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 09:27 pm

"Do you believe that Debbie Marshall would hide campaign finance irregularities for any
candidate in Columbia County?" Bwahahahaha!

Let me explain something nice and slow like: Debbie Marshall is with the Columbia County
Board of Elections. Got it? Now listen, Ben Harbin is a State Representative and therefore files
his CCDRs with the folks in Atlanta, not Evans. Back when, yes, Ben filed in Evans. Bobby
Christine became a judge in early 2009, February I think. His name, and Willie Saunders' name
has been on many reports as Chairperson and Treasurer respectively...and you KNOW it and are
upset that I state fact, and, printed CCDRs prior to doctoring.

Did JUDGE Willie Saunders not give a speech at the CCGOP breakfast on behalf of Ben
Harbin? Did you not read Canon 7? Did the JUDGES not know such existed? Oh well, there
were plenty of people there who witnessed the speech.

Yes Lee. I am a paid

By Lakeside95 | 01/01/12 - 09:28 pm

Yes Lee. I am a paid campaign consultant/staffer. Who I work for is public record. Unlike you,
my allegiances are obvious. And unlike you my loyalty cannot be purchased with vague
promises of future elected office.

If these alleged campaign violations are so flagrant- why has no one in the media taken up your
flag and done the research? Why haven't we seen a several part feature in the News Times
regarding these issues?

Whether or not I believe any of these allegations are true - it doesn't matter. What matters is that
you have brought all these alleged violations to the attention of the news media and yet there has
been no investigation, no letters of censure, no indictment...nothing.
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I welcome the attention to alleged campaign finance malfeasance, possible judicial misconduct
and various other infractions. Yet if you are the only person who sees these issues...do they really
exist?

The conspiracy grows...

By Lakeside95 | 01/01/12 - 09:32 pm

So the list of complicit officials is growing...we now add Debbie Marshall and the State Ethics
Commission to this list? Wow.

So Lee did someone involved in politics in Columbia County kill Kennedy too? Is Jimmy
Hoffa's body buried under the Lady Antebellum Amphitheater?

The black helicopters are coming Lee....

"Do you really believe that

By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 09:40 pm

"Do you really believe that the JQC would ignore blatant violations of their rules?" Don't know. I
do know that Canon 7 prohibits JUDGES from doing certain things, and, I also know that
JUDGE Bobby Christine and JUDGE Willie Saunders did some of those certain things and I
have proof, and Barry and Austin and Donnie and whomever have just as much access (more
actually) as I have. Donnie was covering the story when JUDGE Bobby Christine made his
speech. If they want to report that JUDGE Bobby Christine did a no-no, fine. If they do not, fine.
It's a little sumn sumn called the First Amendment.

Now let me ask you, do you really believe that a jury would ignore the videotape of officers
beating the mess out of a motorist and find the defendants not guilty?

Please, keep posting...it drives up the post count and becomes more visible and therefore more
people will click this story's link and read it and its following comments.
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have proof, and Barry and Austin and Donnie and whomever have just as much access (more
actually) as I have. Donnie was covering the story when JUDGE Bobby Christine made his
speech. If they want to report that JUDGE Bobby Christine did a no-no, fine. If they do not, fine.
It's a little sumn sumn called the First Amendment.

Now let me ask you, do you really believe that a jury would ignore the videotape of officers
beating the mess out of a motorist and find the defendants not guilty?

Please, keep posting...it drives up the post count and becomes more visible and therefore more
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Why can't you just admit that JUDGE Bobby Christine made a speech, it was against judicial
canon, and, that he engaged in political fundraising, and, that he was Ben Harbin's Chairperson?
We all know it is the truth, yet you and yours want to gloss over fact and attack the messenger. I
suppose you would when facts are not what you want them to be.

Did JUDGE Bobby Christine not make the speech?
Did JUDGE Bobby Christine not serve as Ben Harbin's Chairperson?
Did JUDGE Bobby Christine not...never mind...it is pointless.

Sarah, I have the proof and

By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 09:52 pm

Sarah, I have the proof and sent it to the media. Debbie Marshall has nothing to do with any of
this. But there you go on your rant about black helicopters and whatever.

It is what it is. You know what I wrote is the truth and you are the paid attack dog for the good
old boys, so you are out here posting nonsense trying to divert attention from JUDGE Bobby
Christine's actions to helicopters and John Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa.

Again, I have the documents and sent them to a whole bunch of people. In the morning, I will
have my own copy of the tape. Now, I m done communicating with the Scott Dean, Mike
Sleeper, Bobby Christine, Trey Allen (what are they? Young Guns? Gang of Four? ) messenger,
because, you have nothing of substance to bring to this discussion. Now if you consider attack
dog references and Kennedy Hoffa helicopters, as opposed to JUDGE Bobby Christine's actions,
to be of substance, let's just agree to disagree and hope that others realize what you and your
crew are trying to do.

Suggestion

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 09:59 pm



I suggest Lakeside95 take the first paragraph of every post and call Lee the lowest scumbag in
existence, curse him and threaten to plow his yard under and salt the earth. Then starting in the
second paragraph get down to answering the questions.

"And unlike you my loyalty

By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 10:00 pm

"And unlike you my loyalty cannot be purchased with vague promises of future elected office."
Really? Wow. Who is promising me that I will win an election? What election? What office?
Too funny and a desperate attack to divert attention from the facts.

Really RM. She threatened me

By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 10:06 pm

Really RM. She threatened me in October of 2010 at an event in Atlanta and said that "This is
just a warning shot" blah blah blah. I told people about it.

Lee: If you have informed

By Lakeside95 | 01/01/12 - 10:26 pm

Lee: If you have informed the JQC, if you have informed the State Ethics Commission...then
what is taking so long? Where are the sanctions? Where is the letter of condemnation? Where are
the official inquiries?

My questions are valid. If there is such a blatant offense, then where is the official record of
punishment or even a record of investigation?

... but if the proof is there, if the allegations are true, then why has there been no action?



Again, what I dispute are your insinuations that there is a massive conspiracy afoot in Columbia
County.

The Question Is...

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 10:33 pm

Ask Bobby Christine if the JQC counseled him about proper conduct of Judges supporting
political candidates? I saw the letter from the JQC to Lee where they said they had talked with
Christine, repeated the canon that clearly says a judge can't even appear to support a candidate
and thanked Lee for making them aware of the situation. Now, really, what's there to discuss
here?

Yes, what is there to

By Lakeside95 | 01/01/12 - 10:35 pm

Yes, what is there to discuss?
Christine is not running. According to Lee, the JQC has counselled Christine about his actions.
So why is Lee still bringing this issue to the forefront again? If the issue has been dealt with-why
bring it up again?

Probably Because

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 10:36 pm

Well, human nature being what it is and since Lee was a candidate against Ben Harbin, why
wouldn't he be ticked?
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Well, human nature being what it is and since Lee was a candidate against Ben Harbin, why
wouldn't he be ticked?



Should we forget everything about Harbin?

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 10:44 pm

We would all have to have Alzheimer's to forget all the negatives that have come Ben Harbin's
way. There's his support of Scott Dean, getting money from the Magnolia Trace developers and
being charged with DUI that he found a way to beat. Frankly, to me, this thing about Bobby
Christine supporting him is the least of the wrongs, but it is one, nevertheless.

VickFan: You are a classy

By LBenedict | 01/01/12 - 10:56 pm

VickFan: You are a classy individual and are to be commended for your stance. My view is that
when elected officials or those appointed to elected positions or positions of authority engage in
certain behavior, they need to be called on it. Granted, professional commissions can cover their
own and media people can gloss over certain things to benefit those they like or whatever. But I
trust the people to see what is and then make their own decision. Happy New Year to you and
yours.

Riverman

By Lakeside95 | 01/01/12 - 10:58 pm

Riverman:
Why do you believe in the justice system when it convicts Dean, when the JQC counsels
Christine yet when Harbin's case doesn't have the result you want....he beat the system?
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Justice System

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 11:16 pm

Sending a phony fax to a police officer has about as much to do with the justice system as
Harbin's female lobbyist friend has to do with the Honesty in Government Organization or the
American Family Association.

Lakeside95, They Pay You for THIS???

By Riverman1 | 01/01/12 - 11:27 pm

I would expect a paid political consultant to be smart enough not to get Riverman going.


